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Tracking Speech Automation, Mobile Services & Conversational Commerce
Since 1985, Opus Research has provided clients with insights, advice, networking, events and 
quantification of the market for software and services that reside at the intersection of mobile 
devices, contact centers, web services, cloud computing and a range of “open” software and APIs.

Recent Reports:

• Augmented IVR: Second Life for Interactive Voice Response
• Predictive Analytics: Using Big Data to Improve Multichannel Customer Care
• Opus Research Intelliview: Evaluating Enterprise Virtual Assistants
• The Case for Bimodal Authentication
• Strong Authentication for Mobile Commerce
• The Conversational Cloud: Beyond the Hosted Contact Center

Recent Posts:  
Seven Key Reasons Why Empirix Acquired Verios Software

•
• Indoor Location Firm Nomi Faces Layoffs; Privacy Concerns To Blame?
•

• Cycorp and IBM Demonstrate the Transformative Potential of Enterprise Virtual Assistants

Survey Results: Enterprise Purchase Patterns for Customer Experience Infrastructure (Sept 2014) 
Results of a global survey with insight into the factors that play into the decision-making of customer experience initiatives across 
multiple channels and modes of communication.

VBC London - Voice Security & Authentication Conference (November 18-19, 2014)
The leading global event to showcase technologies that support simple, secure and trusted communications over the web, mobile 
phones and tablets. Dubbed "The Voice Security & Authentication Conference," VBC London 2014 brings together executives and 
decision-makers who are integrating voice into multi-layered and multi-factor communications for authentication and security fabrics.
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Opus Research’s Place Conference is the only event of its kind to learn how indoor positioning, offline analytics and advanced 
mobile-location targeting will change the way that retailers, venue owners, manufacturers and brands think about operations, 
marketing and the customer experience. 

•

Intelligent Assistants Conference  (San Francisco, September 16, 2014) 
IAC brings together the entire ecosystem of those developing virtual assistants to dramatically improve the customer experience 
and self-service efficiency. IAC features customer care professionals, brand managers, and technology planners who have put 
intelligent assistants to work to make life easier for customers, prospects, employees and partners.

Events 

Upcoming Topics

Best Practices for Voice Authentication and Security (Nov 2014) 
A practical guide for executives evaluating their options for voice-based authentication or fraud prevention; taking stock of the 
results of scores of successful applications and implementations. 

Intelligent Assistants in the Enterprise: State of the Market (Jan 2015) 
Describing real-world deployments of self-service and assisted self-service technologies to enable conversational interactions for 
financial services, travel, retail, packaged goods and others.

Place Conference (London, November 20, 2014)  

Opus Research Report: Survey of U.S. Retailers’ Use of Indoor Location

eGain and NICE Systems Bolster Customer Care Platforms with Reporting Capabilities, Real-Time Analytics




